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About the National Agenda for Digital Stewardship

The *National Agenda for Digital Stewardship* annually integrates the perspective of dozens of experts and hundreds of institutions to provide funders and executive decision-makers insight into emerging technological trends, gaps in digital stewardship capacity, and key areas for funding, research and development to ensure that today's valuable digital content remains accessible and comprehensible in the future, supporting a thriving economy, a robust democracy, and a rich cultural heritage.

Content Areas and Challenges

Areas of content featured in 2014 report:

- Web and Social Media (today!)
- Electronic Records (January 8, 2014)
- Moving Image and Recorded Sound (March 5, 2014)
- Research Data (April 2, 2014)

Major challenges throughout:

- Size of data requiring preservation
- Selection of content when the totality cannot be preserved
- Determining how to store and migrate content to ensure long-term preservation.
Web and Social Media
Why Preserve the Web and Social Media?

Information published on the Web today will be the primary resources for future researchers. Web archiving documents:

- events unfolding on the web
- changes in web technologies, design, functionality
- changes and record of governments
- the creative output of citizens
- entire domains of some countries to meet legal deposit mandates
- websites of institutions and companies for compliance and records management
Social Media Preservation

> society is turning to social media as a primary method of communication and creative expression
> social media is supplementing letters, journals, serial publications and other sources routinely collected by research libraries
> services hosting this content don’t have preservation on the mind - changes they make in how they present content can upset the preservation process
> technology to allow for scholarship access to large data sets is lagging behind technology for creating and distributing such data
> this represents a new kind of collecting for many institutions:
  > are they federal or otherwise official records?
  > what is the value of this content?
  > how much can we preserve?
  > are there privacy concerns?
Who is preserving the web and social media?

- National Libraries and Archives
- Colleges and Universities
- Research Institutions
- Museums and Art Libraries
- Government Agencies
- Public Libraries
- Corporations
- Site owners (Personal Digital Archiving)
47 member organizations:
national libraries & archives,
universities, service providers

harvesting, preservation, &
access working groups

training & educational programs

http://netpreserve.org/

collaborative collections & access
NDSA Web Archiving Survey (as of Nov 5)
The Web Archives Timeline

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Web_Archiving_Initiatives
Objectives and Approaches

> “Broad” or “global” web (Internet Archive)

> Domain Crawling
  > National Libraries tasked with preserving entire domains
  > Unites States efforts to archive federal government domain (.gov)

> Event or Thematic
  > National, Regional, Local Elections
  > Global events
  > Tragedies and Disasters

> Selective/Representative
  > “top 100” sites in a particular topic
  > News sites
What are some of the challenges?
Ethical and Social Challenges

> With so much content being produced in every part of the globe, who is responsible for preserving it?
> How do we select what gets preserved from the mass?
  > Collection/Selection policies help institutions articulate goals, set boundaries
  > Comprehensive collecting on any given topic nearly impossible – is a “representative” collection good enough?
  > Duplication in collecting – not necessarily bad
    > Though how do we know what others are preserving?
Ethical and Social Challenges: Privacy Concerns

How do we balance our archiving and research interests in capturing and preserving the content creation and connections with the creator’s right to privacy?

Does it matter if the original content was published on the open web?
  - Challenges for an individual desiring to define and sustain a particular level and type of privacy on the “live web” have been well-documented.
  - “Right to forget” laws in some countries

Possible research/analysis area: Can we/should we apply existing privacy and personal security-related practices from banks, government agencies to digital preservation?
Technical Challenges

> A constant challenge for the crawling and access tool technologies to keep up with what’s happening on the web

> It is tricky and sometimes impossible to archive certain types of web content

> Requires constant monitoring: A site that archived perfectly yesterday, might not after today’s redesign

> And… sometimes content can be archived, but the access tools cannot display the archived content.
Technical Challenges (2013 NDSA survey)
Legal Challenges

> Web archivists across the globe face different legal frameworks:
>   > some are waiting for legislation
>   > others have legislation that covers web archiving
>   > others have legal doctrines such as fair use or legal deposit that permit or mandate web archiving
>   > many follow a permissions-based or notification approach, in absence of legislation, or if the legal frameworks are unclear.

http://www.netpreserve.org/web-archiving/legal-issues
Legal challenges for those asking permissions

- Lack of response from site owners.
- Patchy, unbalanced collections as a result of permissions not granted.
- Determining whether 3rd party rights need to be secured.
- The tremendous effort required to contact site owners and notify or obtain permission can sometimes overwhelm staff resources.
- Risk assessments and fair use analysis may allow some organizations to do more, however some are hesitant to go down this path and instead take a more cautious approach.
Legal issues: Miscellaneous Approaches

> Access Embargos
> «Respecting» (or not) robots.txt
  > Robots.txt is a file that websites use to provide instructions to crawlers.
  > Respecting robots.txt can interfere with archiving in a number of ways:
    > Entire sites can be blocked with robots.txt, or specific parts of sites.
    > Sometimes style sheets and images will be blocked, elements that are important when you are trying to document the look and feel of a website.
  > Some organizations obey robots.txt except when it comes to inline images and stylesheets, so the website is better represented. Others who are seeking permission bypass the robots.txt so that the sites archived are as complete as possible.
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